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Google Flu Trends1 reports the current flu
activity in the US based on search activity indi-
cators. A recent letter to Nature2 reported how
the model was obtained from historical search
records. These results and the corresponding
web site have received fairly widespread pub-
licity.

Using internet search activity to improve
short-term forecasts is an exciting new develop-
ment, and the letter to Nature shows that it may
contain useful information. Recently, however,
there has been a dramatic increase in flu activ-
ity in the US — an episode that was missed en-
tirely by the Google Flu Trends model. In this
comment I propose how the Google Flu Trend
model can be improved, and how the forecasts
can be robustified. The objective of the latter is
to limit the duration of a forecast failure. The
former shows how the forecast errors can be re-
duced significantly.

The US Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) publishes flu activity with a two
week delay, and the objective of Google Flu
Trends is to fill that two week gap. In other
words, to ‘predict the present’. The variable
that is modeled by the Google researchers is
the percentage of visits for influenza-like ill-
ness, ILI%.3 In week 17 of 2009 (starting April
26), the CDC reports that:‘The proportion of
outpatient visits for influenza-like illness (ILI)
was 2.6% which is above the national base-
line.’ That ILI is above the baseline in the

spring is quite exceptional, and, of course, as-
sociated with the current global swine-flu epi-
demic. However, Google Flu Trends does not
report increased activity for May to July 2009,
and thus misses this important event entirely.
This can be seen in Panel a of the graph below.
Panel b shows this more clearly: without the
proposed improvement there is a danger that
this epidemic could be missed entirely.
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It should be emphasized that a Google Flu
Trend estimate only has a lifespan of two
weeks: after that we have the actual CDC
information (possibly subject to minor revi-
sions). The forecasts can be greatly improved
by adopting a robustified4 version: compute the
change for the current and previous period from
the Google Flu Trend estimates, then apply this
change to the actual outcome from two weeks
ago.5 The figure shows how much better the ro-
bustified two-step ahead forecasts are than the
original ones, particular in Panel b.
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There are three reasons why there is such
scope for improvement. The first is that pre-
vious modeling focused on simple correlations
between potential individual candidate vari-
ables and the variable to be explained. This
is a simplistic method relative to an efficient
model selection procedure. The second is that
the model was restricted to be static, while the
dynamic properties are important for building
a better model. Finally, forecast performance
(and fit) is evaluated by the correlation between
the outcomes and the predictions. However, the
two can be far apart, and still highly correlated
(the correlation betweenxt andyt is the same as
that between100 + xt andyt, say). Forecasters
focus on the forecast errors, and compute sum-
mary statistics such as root mean squared er-
ror (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage er-
ror (MAPE).

A simple autoregressive model for the ILI%
uses only past information on the dependent
variable. Such a model, extended with calendar
effects,6 has RMSE and MAPE that are similar
to robustified Google Flu Trends.7 The autore-
gressive model explains why a sine wave will
not be a good alternative: the change in a sine
is a sine again, but the percentage changes in
ILI% do not behave like that. The location and
extent of flu activity changes from flu season to
season, a feature that the dynamic model can
handle better. This is also why the robustified
forecasts give such an improvement.

It is important for health-care planning to
know the current state of flu activity, and possi-
bly to have forecasts of the near future. Google
Flu Trends can assist, but only in its improved
form. It indicates at the time of writing that ILI
already exceeds the national baseline of 2.4%.

The current flu pandemic shows a brief peak
before the summer, followed by a rapid pickup
in the second half of August, which is revealed
by the improved forecasts. This is similar to
the pattern of the 1957-58 and 1968-69 pan-

demics.8
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